NATIONAL MIGRATION WEEK 2022

Homily Samples
“No American institution does more for immigrants than your Christian communities. Now
you are facing this stream of Latin immigration which affects many of your dioceses. Not
only as the Bishop of Rome, but also as a pastor from the South, I feel the need to thank and
encourage you.” —Pope Francis, Prayer with the Bishops of the United States of America,
September 2015.
Immigrants who come to the United States, and particularly those who are undocumented,
are a particularly vulnerable population who have often fled violence and persecution and
are often seeking safety, family reunification, and economic opportunity. Given the trauma
many have endured, community efforts to accompany, assist, and stand in solidarity are
vital. Our moral tradition calls on all people of faith and goodwill to stand up in defense of
life and human dignity-regardless of one’s immigration status; it is a fundamental calling for
us as Catholics. Scripture speaks repeatedly of the migration experience, from Abraham
who was sent out from his homeland in the Old Testament, to the Holy Family who fled
Herod and lived their lives for a time as refugees in a foreign land. When the scriptural or
liturgical texts address migration and themes related to it, whether on special occasions or
on regular Sundays, the homily can be an effective moment for prophetic instruction and
encouragement.
As Catholics we recognize that our earthly existence is temporary as we look toward with
hope our return to the presence of God. In recalling the temporal nature and recognizing
the relative character of the goods of the earth, we must also guard against identifying too
closely with the artificial divisions that separate one person from another, divisions that
become visible too often with respect to things like economic class or national origin. We
must always behave towards others in such a way that respects their human dignity and
respects their image made in God’s likeness. We are called on to follow the path that God
laid out for us and heed to the example of Christ, who “endured the cross, despising its
shame, and has taken his seat at the right of the throne of God. Consider how he endured
such opposition from sinners, in order that you may not grow weary and lose heart”
(Heb 12:1-4).
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Welcoming the migrant and migration more broadly has a central place in the development
of the Judeo-Christian tradition. Stories in both the Old and the New Testament highlight
the fact that in providing hospitality to the stranger we might also be unknowingly
entertaining angels (Heb 13:2; Gen 18:1-15). Abraham provides hospitality to the Lord in
Mamre and the Lord helped secure he and Sara a child. Not only did Abraham show such
hospitality freely, but he himself was once a migrant. The Letter to the Hebrews, highlights
the story of Abraham who, by faith, “obeyed when he was called to go out to a place that he
was to receive as an inheritance; he went out, not knowing exactly where he was called to go.
By faith he sojourned in the promised land as in a foreign country.”
(Heb 11). It might be worth reminding those at Mass that our very faith has its roots by the
decision made by one man, Abraham--a migrant--who decided to follow God’s command to
travel to a foreign land.
Too often the media messages that we hear in relation to migrants is distorted and provides
a false understanding of who migrants are and why they come. The rhetoric surrounding
this issue can easily bias people in ways that do not properly appreciate the benefits that
migrants can bring to our communities. Teach people about what the Church’s rich body of
social thought says about our Christian responsibility to “welcome the stranger among us.”
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